
18 August 2009

TO: Tua ICANN Bolnn or DlRncroRS AND Mn. Roo BncrsrRolr, ICAIIN PRrslor¡¡r
¡,No CEO

RE: CnI,l ro rHE ICANN Boann ro CoRRBcr PRoSLBMS wITH rsB NCSG CuaRtnR, aNu

ro AtoRnss CoNrtNurxc MrspnRCEprroNS ABour NoNcotvIwIERCIAL It¡volvnurNT IN

ICANN

This letter comes from nearly 150 individual and organizational members of ICANN's

Non-Commercial Users Constituency (|{CUC). It is also endorsecl by public interest groups

outside of NCUC. We are all deeply concerned about the July 30,2009ICANN Board decisions

regarding the restructuring of the Generic Names Supporting Organization (GNSO). We believe

that the Noncommercial Stakeholder Group (NCSG) chartering process has been seriously

flawed on both procedural and substantive grounds. We appeal to you to address these problems

before permanent damage is done to ICANN's reputation, to the GNSO reform process, and to

the interests of noncommercial users of the Internet.

This letter is, first and foremost, an urgent plea to the ICANN Board to grant tluee

specific requests:

1) First, because you have never had the opportunity to get the full story, we are asking

for a direct meetíng between thefull Boørd and NCUC representøtives at the Seoul ICANN
meeting in October.

2) Second, because of important flaws and the complete lack of community support for

the Structural lmprovements Committee (SIC) and ICANN staff-revised transitional NCSG

charterl, we ask that you make a public commitment to completely revíew the trønsitional

NC,SG charter within one yeu (ie,, by July 30, 2010) in a way that explicitly guørantees that

the chørter originally proposed by the NCUC and overwhelmingly supported by the

noncommercíøl communíty wíll be consídered as an slternatíve. As part of this review, we

commit ourselves to finding opportunities to reconcile the differences between the two models in

away That can gain consensus from the noncommercial community.

3) Third, because of the danger of locking in a suboptimal structure, we ask yotnot to
üpprove uny new Constítuencies under the SIC and ICANN staff-imposed transitional NC,SG

charter until the ongoing debates over the status of Constituencies and their role in the NCSG is

resolved next year. It is necessary to first determine the framework of the stakeholder group in

which Constituencies will take their place.

t http://gnso.icann.org/en/improvements/ncsg-proposed-petition-ch arter-22jun}9.pdf

2 http ://gnso. i cann.orgl enlimprovements/ncsg-petition-charter.pdf



We emphasize that this letter does not øsk the Boørd to repeal its decßíon of 30 July.

Although many NCUC members initially favored rejecting the SlClstaff imposed charter in its

entirety, we decided to work within the confines of the imposed transitional NCSG charter

provided that the Bosrd agrees to work with the noncommerciøl community to create afinøl
NCSG charter thøt meets the needs of both the Board and noncommercial users.

NCUC did this to demonstrate our support for moving forward with the GNSO

restructuring process, including implementing the new SG structure and seating the new,

bicameral Council at the October Seoul meeting. Thus, even though we believe it constitutes a

grievous mistake, NCUC is willing to work within the confines of the imposed transitional

NCSG charter including the Board's appointment of three transitional new NCSG Councilors.

Subject to certain conditions, we pledge to work within those parameters for the next year if our

requests are granted. We recognize the time constraints you are operating under and, in a spirit

of cooperation we are proposing a practical way for you to minimize the damage that will be

caused by the mistaken July 30 decision.

Nonetheless, you still need to understand that the Board's adoption of the SIC/ICANN

staff NCSG charter has resulted in significant harm to ICANN's credibility among civil society

and non-commercial Internet users, who increasingly perceive ICANN's decision-making

process to be far from the "bottom-up, consensus-based"3 platform it is supposed to be.

We hope you are able to respond promptly, publicly and directly to the grounds we set

out herein in support of our three requests. This letter is also an open call to the entire ICANN

community to recognize that noncommercial representation in ICANN is in fact robust, stronger,

more diverse and more representative of noncommercial users of the Internet than recent public

statements by the Board, staff, and other GNSO constituencies have alleged.

We address the rationale for each of these requests in the next three sections.

I. A MBnuNG WITH THE BOARD IN SEOUL IN OCTOBER

It is obvious to anyone who has followed this controversy that there has been a serious

breakdown in communication between the Board,ICANN's management and the

noncommercial community. It is not important to assign blame for this breakdown; it is most

important to recognize that it exists and to address it. We are therefore asking for a direct

meeting with the full Board to help overcome this problem. The Board can no longer rely on the

intermediation of staff and a few Board members with entrenched positions. We need to have a

direct exchange on the fundamental issue of ICANN's governance structure.

t See, e.g. ICANN's GNSO Council Position Notification, 4 August 2009:

http;f,,r.vtvvr'. ie ann.o¡:g¡'en;'cornrn ittees'rimplovementsisoi-notit-!-c.!Ltion-board-ncsg-appointLn-elnts-04au909-ell.pgJt.



The SIC's abrupt substitution of its own charter for the community-developed one, the

Board's July 30 vote ratiffing that decision, the ICANN Staff s dismissal of the outpouring of

civil society and individual support for the NCUC and its proposals, and the persistent

misconception of what the NCUC is and stands for all reveal basic and critical

misunderstandings of why and how individuals, non-profit groups and public interest

organizations participate in ICANN and other international groupings. This gap can only begin

to be bridged through a direct meeting.

We note that the Board and CEO have on numerous occasions in the past met for

breakfasts or other focused meetings with other Constituency groupings, notably business

interests. We think it is time for the same access to be afforded noncommercial stakeholders.

II. ONB Ys¡,R Rnvrnw

While we have many procedural issues to raise (and these will be addressed in a separate

Ombudsman complaint), the Board needs to understand that our most fundamental and important

concerns with the SIC charter arc substantive. They relate to an important debate over the best

way to encourage and organize the participation of noncommercial groups in the GNSO. For

more than ayear,we have advocated a single layer of Stakeholder Group (SG) organizationin

which noncommercial organizations and individuals join NCSG directly and vote directly for

their representatives on the GNSO Council (subject to geographic diversity requirements). This

SG model allows for noncommercial organizations and individuals to be the basic unit of
membership in the NCSG. The staff and the SIC, in contrast, have favored Constituencies as the

basic unit of organization and would have representatives of Constituencies negotiate over the

apportionment of Council seats. Under the staff model, forming a new Constituency becomes a

very complex, uncertain, and difficult process, involving numerous teviews, criteria and

ultimately complicating the process of Board approval.

The debate over those two options was unfairly and unwisely cut short in l/.ay 2009,

when staff cancelled its planned June meeting with civil society to negotiate a resolution of the

differences over the charter. And then in June, together with SIC, staff disregarded public

comment and threw out civil society's charter proposal, offering their own alternative without

making any concessions or modifications in line with the views of those questioning staff s

Constituency-based model.

Noncommercial users believe that the Constituency-based model imposed on us by the

SIC is based on false premises and will not work well. V/e are convinced that it will cause

wasteful, energy-sapping political infighting and competition; that it will raise the barriers to

participation by new groups; that it discourages consensus building; and that it will lend itself to

capture at the Executive Committee level. We note that the At Large Advisory Committee

(ALAC) agreed with the NCUC charter proposal on a critical point. In its only formally



discussed and agreed-upon statement on the NCSG charter, the ALAC statement said that "the

de-linking of Council seats from Constituencies is a very good move in the right direction."4

Additionally, we note that the Board-approved SG Chaters for the Registries and

Registrars also agree with the NCUC-proposed model. The RySG and RISG do not require any

Constituencies at all. Instead, self-forming "Interest Groups" are permitted to organize within

each SG. This is almost exactly the structure that the NCUC proposed for the new NCSG!

Indeed, it is evident that the registries and registrars adopted this concept from our proposal.

Was the Board awaÍe of this? On what basis did it discriminate between what it considers the

best structure for noncommercial users and for business-supplier interests? While in the short

term it may be argued that the members of contracting-party SGs might have more interests and

issues in common than commercial or noncommercial users, this will not universally be the case.

As the number of registries expands with new gTLDs and they become more geographically and

economically diverse, there may be major differences among them. With over 600 registrars and

often bitter differences of opinion among them with regard to policy, the Registrar SG is already

quite diverse; there is no feasible case for making a qualitative distinction between registrars and

the non-contracting parties.

'We have already prepared detailed analyses supporting our critique of the Constituency-

based model and are happy to prepare additional argumentation going forward. At this juncture

our point is a simple one. Given the lack of support for a Constituency-based model by three of
the four Stakeholder Groups, and the adoption of a different model by two of them, the Board

must recogníze that the relatíonship between Constituencíes ønd Stakeholder Groups is an

open question. We are, therefore, asking you to revisit that question wíth noncommercial users

over the next yeur. We ask that the Board firmly and explicitly commit itself to a review and

revision of the SlC/staff-imposed NCSG charter within the year, and that it explicitly make the

role and status of Constituencies a primary issue to consider. In that review, we øsk that the

NCUC-proposed model not be ørbitrørily thrown oat of consideration by the staff, but be

pløcerl alongsíde the SIC modelfor open comparíson and debate. In a fair and open debate

over these alternatives, we think it is very likely that some compromise between the SIC's

purported desire to encourage new constituencies and the NCUC-proposed charter could be

found within ayear.

III. RrsolvE THE Cu¡,nrnn Issup Bnronp Appnovnrc NEw NCSG CoNsrtrunNCIES

The July 30 decision noted that the new Constituency petitions for entry into the NCSG

were not ready for approval, and called for further negotiations between their advocates and the

staff. We believe that it would be unwise to approve any new Constituencies until the NCSG

charter is no longer an "interim" charter, particularly given the open question over the nature of

a http :¡'¡.lp!um. icann.orgi lis$¡s*petitions-chalterslnsg00020'html
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the final NCSG chafier. Therefore we are asking you to defer this issue until the charter issue is

resolved ayear from now. V/e wish to emphasize, however, that we remain committed to

working with ICANN to continue our outreach to bring in new and diverse noncommercial

participants in the GNSO policy development forum over the next year.

There can be no such thing as an "interim" Constituency. Once a Constituency is

recognized by the Board, it is incorporated into the bylaws and it gains specific rights and

privileges under the charter and bylaws. Moreover, the organizers of the Constituency and its

prospective members have to spend a lot of time and effort recruiting people and setting up their

own organizational structures. To recognize new Constituencies before frnalizing a permanent

NCSG charter, therefore, would be to place the organizers of these Constituencies in a difficult
and nonviable position. They will not know exactly how they fit into the GNSO organization.

Or, worse, the recognítíon of these new Constituencíes under the interim charter would create

pressures to make the "interim" chørter ü permønent one. In this case, the Board's decisions

about the f,rnal NCSG charter would not be driven by getting the organizational issues right, but

by prior, uncoordinated decisions regarding Constituencies. We believe it is important to get the

foundation al or ganizational issues right.

We wish to make it clear that we strongly support the formation of new Constituencies in

the NCSG and the Board's discretion in approving them. Our original charter proposal was

designed to make it very easy to form new Constituencies, in contrast to the staff/SlC model,

which makes new Constituencies top-heavy, orgaruzationally burdensome and expensive to

maintain. Given the known problems with the current petitions to form new Constituencies in

the NCSG we ask that the Board defer formal approval of any new NCSG Constituencies for a
yeal.

'We also believe it is important for the Board to understand that NCUC's members had

planned to "spin-out" into various Constituencies of self-forming interest groups with competing

agendas; it does not make logical sense to have both a "Noncommercial Users Constituency" and

a "Noncommercial Stakeholders Group" as the terms are synonymous.

IV. MIsuNDERSTANDING OVER NoN-CopTMERCIAL RNpnBSTNTATION AND PARTICIPATION IN

ICANN

Finally, we'd like to address, prior to our meeting in Seoul, one of the core problems that seems

to hamper resolution of these issues.

The following public statement from ICANN seems to have been the basis for the

Board's adoption of a transitional NCSG Charter that inexplicably rentoves the ability of
noncommercial users to democratically elect all of its Councilors to the new Non-Contracting

Party House:



"the current non-conìmercial community participation in the GNSO is not yet sufficiently

diverse or robusf to select all six of the NCSG's allocated Council seats."6 (emphasis

added)

This view has been repeated publicly several times by a number of Board members, as

well as by other ICANN, and GNSO community participants. But these statements are patently

inaccurate, and NCUC has provided facts to contradict it numerous times. We reproduce them

below:

First. NCUC has been. and still is. currently the most geographically diverse Constituency.

According to the 2006 London School of Economics (LSE) GNSO ReviewT -- which is the only

systematic and independent study of the GNSO ever conducted -- diversity of membership in

NCUC then was already "relatively strong" and "shows quite a close fit to the distribution of
global Internet users across at least four out of five IICANN geographic] regions".

Since then, NCUC has continued to engage in active outreach (without ICANN financial

or staff support), resulting in a current NCUC membership today of 142 members including 73

organizations and 69 individuals from 48 countries. Please note that this is a growth of over

215% since the Board Governance Committee (BGC) V/orking Group (WG) report on GNSO

Improvements was released in February 2008. NCUC members come from developed and

developing countries, and from outside North America and Europe (from countries and

continents such as Africa, Korea, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Australia and China). Unlike the

Commercial Constituency, whose website indicates 58% of its members reside in a single

country (the USA), or the Commercial Stakeholder Group, whose first 3 GNSO Councilors

(50%) will represent the USA, NCUC's membership is, in fact, truly diverse.

Secondl)¡. NCUC is also diverse in terms of representation of those individuals and

groups that we have repeatedly been told have been "under-represented" at ICANN. such as

consumers. researchers and libraries. Numerous groups that champion consumer causes are

NCUC members (e.g. ICT Consumer Association of Kenya, International Parents, Media Access

Project, Read Write Web France, Uganda ICT Consumer Protection Association, FreePress, and

the Association for Progressive Communications (APC) just to name a few); as are individual

bloggers, academics, professors, researchers, schools and libraries (e.g. telecommunications, law

s In this letter, we address primarily the question of diversity, as it has never been made clear to us what being

sufficiently "robust" means or entails, given thatNCUC has been a long-recognized ICANN Constituency and has

continued to grow and attract new membsrs.

6 Background & Explanation to the Call for Applicaiions for Non-Commercial GNSO Council Seats, 5 August

2009: http:ilwr.yvv-.icann,ot'g¡len¡'aunouncenrerlts¡'annQgncelnent--Q5aug .

7 See hitp:l.,wr,r'r"'.jcAlrn.orgienia¡rnouncemerlts/gn



and technology researchers/educators, Global Voices, Yale Law School lnformation Society

project, Diplo Foundation, several chapters of the Internet Society, EDUCAUSE, the American

Library Association, and Egypt's Library of Alexandria)8. In addition, all three of NCUC's

current GNSO Councilors are academics and researchers affrliated with universities, think-tanks

and research centers.

staff have alleged. The 2006 LSE Report documented that NCUC has had the highest number of

different people serving on the GNSO Council of any Constituency, while the commercial

Constituencies have rotated the same 5 people for a decade. The current NCUC Chair and all 3

of NCUC's GNSO Councilors are serving their first term in office. More than a dozen new

leaders from the noncommercial community have found their way to ICANN in recent months

and are eager and ready to contribute to policy development. These noncommercial leaders were

willing to stand for election for the GNSO Council, had the board allowed democratic

representation to noncornmercial users.

In view of the above, NCUC cølls on the Board ønd the ICANN communíty to

recognize thøt NCUC has not just met, but exceeded, the BGC's 2008 callfor "the new non-

commerciøl Stakeholders Group [toJ go far beyond the membershìp of the current Non-

Commercial (sers Constituency fandJ must consider educationøL, reseørch, ønd phílanthropic

orgønizations,foundations, think tanks, members of øcademiø, índividual registrant groups

and other non- commercial organizations, øs well ss indìvìdual registrants"e. We fully

anticipate that the new NCSG will continue to expand and diversifr and we are committed to

working with the Board to bring new and diverse noncoÍtmercial participants into the GNSO

policy development process.

CoNcl,usIoN

To conclude, we believe that our three requests are reasonable and not at all burdensome

for the Board to grant. We look forward to your response.

Signed,

M¡irrnEns oF THE NowcorvlmBRCIÀL Usens CoNsrtrusNcv (NCUC)

I The currentNCUC membership roster can be viewed ath-t1d,/¡CdUhc.orglpaggilrlernþçl'slìjg-Lostel'

e Exffact from the Board Governance Committee Working Group Report on GNSO Improvements:

http:i,,;wu,w, ican n.org¡'enitop ics,,"g!so-improvements,ignso-impt'ovements-repoIL-03 feb0[Ì.9dt.
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Onc.axrz¿"rtox¿,L Mniv¡ss Rs oF NCUC :

Ilibliotheca Aiexandrina, 'l'he l.ibrary of Alexandria. Egypt
Electronic Frontiers Finland
FreePress
Diplo Foundatiorl
AGEIA DENSI (Argentina)
Deep Dish Netrvork
Global Voices
Ilreedor:r House

Centre ior Internet and Society (India)
Aktion Freiheit statt Angst e.V.
ICT Consr-rmers Association of Kenva
Uganda IClf Consruner Protection Association

Free ancl Open Source Softrvare Foundation tor A1ì'ica (FOSSFA)

¡\P \\rl(om itel (Asso ci ation o f Comm u nity I nternet Center)

Yale Law School lnfonnation Society Project
lnternet Society Cliapter of Neu'York
Alia-Redi (NGO)
Bangladesh NGO's Network fbr Radio & Communication (BNNRC)

Read'Write Web France
Privacy Activisrn
t he Thing
Inf-ormatiein Netr,r,ork lbr the Third Sector - RITS
Audience Act 1'or Goorl TV Programs
Iloulcler Co:tmunitSz Netq'ork
Estonian lìclucational and Research Network (F,ËNet)

Fundacion Escuela Latinoamericana de Redes

GLOCÛM
I P1,ef1 (Intel lectual Propertv l,eft)
Internet Association of Korea (lAK)
Jamaica Sustainable Development Network Ltd.
Korean Progressive Netlvork Jinbonet
l,abor News Plociuction
Media Access Project
Open Institute of Cambodia
PeaceNet Korea
Phil ippi ne Netr,r'ork Foundation, Inc. iPFIN E 1')

Stichting A.G. van Hamei voor keltische Studies

Internet Governance Proj ect
SDNP tsangladesh
Virtueller Ortsverein der SPÐ (VOV)
Phillipine Sr-rstainable Development Network
GIP Renaler
American Civil Liberties LJnion (ACLU)
Electronic Privac-v Informatioll Center (EPIC)
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Korea Adr.'anced Institute of Science and Teclulolog¡'
I nformation and Commun ic'ations l/niversity
EDUCAUSF]
Interner.vs lnternational
American Library Assaciation (ALA)
Co mputer Prot-essio nal s fo r S oc i al Respons i bi I ity (CP S R)

IP Justice llPJ)
A ssociation lbr Pro gressive Cotnmturications (r\P C)

Adr.'i sor,v N etwork for,{fi ican I nformation S o ciety
Internet Societ-v Chapter of' Mauritius
AfriDNS Afiica Leaclership Forum
Jenne Redean Sans Frontieres - Tunisia
Comitê para Democratização da Infarmática de Peruanbuco

fu{ultilingual Internet Narnes Consortium
CP80 Foundation
illectlonic lrrontiers Australia
Africa l,eadership Forum
FGV Cerfro cle 

-l'ecnologia e Socieclade (CTS) - Brasil

Loyola Law Schooi
Pierce l,alv School
Canadian Intemet Policy ancl Public lnterest Clinic (CIPPIC)

Strathcl.v rl e Law School
Church ol'Realitv
Free Softrvare F*undation "Etrope
N etrverk Freies trtr''issen

NIC Senegal
Internation¿rl Parents
China Organization Name Adn:inistration Center (CIONAC)

INprvr ¡¡u¿1., MeMesR.s or NCUC:
YJ Park
Wiliiarn Drake
Yang Yu
David Olson
Cha:les Knulson
Jon Garou
i-amees El Baghdady
Ralph Clifforcl
Lehrstuhl Weber
David Bailey
Nancy Kim
Divina Frau-Meigs
Rafik Dammak
Carlo N. Cosmatos



lan Peter
Scholne Boudouin
Edward Nunes
Ron Wickersham
fimothy McGinnis
Graciela Selaimen
þ'ouad Bajwa
Kathy Kleinan
Rudi Vasnick lvlarco
Toledo Michael
Halïely Gita Bamezai
Tapani Tarvainen
Ángei Sánchez Seoane

Hala Essalmawi
Lisa Horner
Robert Bodle
Andrerv.4.dams
Virgina Paque

Wolfþang KleiffÀ'äohter
Alan Levin
Claude Alinansi
David Farrer
Jeanette Hofinærn
Dan Klirnrn
Isaac Mao
Robert Pollard
Saleem Khan
Oscar llo*-e1l
Poomj it Sirawongprasert
Nathaniel James

S/iltie Currie
Glenn l-Iarris
Amira Al llussain
Nancy Handshaw Clark
James Tay
E. Chrisiopher Carolan
Jack Lemer
Jorge Amodio
lvlargarel Osburne
Carl Smith
Seth Johnson
Hojatollah Modirian
Cedric Laurant
Eduardo Suarez

Oksana Prykhodko
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Avri Doria
Desiree lr4iIoshevic
Charies lr,1ok

Ross*lla Mattioli
.lean-Rol'¡ert Bi saiII on

Patrick Reilli,'
Drew Jensen

L.isa lvlcl.aughlin
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